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Oh Yeah! I want one!
What’s in this month’s edition?
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Are you our next Captain Jack?
German Autos Lockyer Enduro Update
An observation from Tony Best
Welcome back Benarkin
Business Directory Update
Living Here Wilston Winter Rally Wrap up
Spend 5 minutes with a couple of our officials
What happens in the shed stays in the shed
Blast from the past
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PRESIDENTS REPORT SEPTEMBER 2015
Let’s start with the past Events since August 1, and start with thanking Gerard
McConkey for sponsoring the Living Here Wilston Winter Stages QRC Round 5. The
event under the control of long time great, Clerk of Course Craig Porter, has now been
run and won in the forests of Jimna. Gerard, on behalf of the Board, Members, Officials
and Competing Teams we say thank you for your generosity.
The scrutiny venue was at Bretts Automotive, and thanks to Brett for offering his
premises where we also conducted a Bunnings style BBQ on site and raised $195.00
for Mikes Toughest Rally. Thanks to everyone who bought a snag and a drink and to
the people for their donation at the same time. Special thanks to an old rally mate who
donated his change from a $50 note. Thanks mate, you’re a legend, as you were in
those days gone by, and you still are.
The event, in the early stages seemed to be plagued with issues that demanded Craig
to delve into his bag of past skills and guide the event through some rough waters.
With the accumulation of zero car withdrawals and race incidents including the crash of
Steven Bailey and Marney Kucharski in SS1 which activated the rescue chopper being
deployed for Steven’s transportation to Brisbane Hospital. Steven, I believe, is now
back home in Bundaberg and Marney thankfully, didn’t receive any serious injuries.
Rally Registration Scheme.
The presentation at the club rooms on Friday 21st August was reasonably well attended
and gave everyone an overview of how and what to do to get into the scheme. Mr.
George Shepherd started the night off with information on how the scheme started so
many years ago and then Paul Woodward, Dave Wood, Keith Fackrell and Ian Menzies
went through the procedures and answered the many questions asked. The night was
very informative and concluded with nibblies and drinks.
Bunnings BBQ’s
Two Bunnings BBQ’s have also been staged and finalised. Over the two days we have
had help from Peter Clydesdale, Dominic Corkron, Belinda Howard and during the 25 th
August Event we have had: on the front stage, Barry Farrell as cook, on the front table
was Tony Arbon as Treasurer, beside him and to his left was Margot Knowles, Paul
Woodward on customer duties, to their left was Helen and Tony Best on the Drink
Boxes. Then myself, constantly in trouble from Margot, but keeping all the operational
leads plugged in. Gross takings on the 6th August was $1,038.85 and the 25th August
$1019.35, a little shot in the arm for the club’s finances. I am pleased to report that the
onion slicer passed its test with flying colours and a unit was purchased early in the
month. Belinda Howard kindly purchased and donated it to the club, and I thank her for
her generosity. I have used it once now and I must say it is a blessing in disguise.
Shortly after the purchase Mr. Henk Kabel sent me an email saying, when we find one
just buy it, and send him the invoice. I emailed Henk and thanked him for his offer, but
the purchase and donation had already been done. Thanks for the offer Henk, it was
very much appreciated and thanks Belinda for the donation.
QRC 6
Scheduled for the 14th November, it is well underway in the Benarkin and Yarraman
forest areas with Clerk of Course, Ian Gorski and his off-sider Paul Woodward as
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Deputy. The boys have indicated that the roads are great and with the help of the
Forestry have only to fix a couple of spots that will put the icing on the cake. Not sure of
the format and the sponsor at this stage but be rest assured that will be made known
very shortly. I suggest, that you get this event entered into your diary, and keep the
weekend free to get your entry in, or your offer of help as an official. Keep an eye on
the Website for further information as it comes to hand. I am sure this event will be
enjoyable and something different, not only for the format but we haven’t been in this
area for quite some time.
QORC Round 3.
The proposed QORC event is now an all-goer with Simon Knowles as the Clerk of
Course and his wife Margot as his Secretary. The event is sponsored by Laurence
Svenson and will be called the German Autos Lockyer Enduro and will be held at
Mulgowie which was the same venue for the TJM Lockyer 300. The date is the 17 th and
18th October so again mark those diaries and phone Margot with your intention to enter
if you have an Off Road Vehicle, or as an official. If you own a German built vehicle, I
suggest you give Laurence or his son Tait a call for your next service. I know that both
of them along with their technicians will give you the best service and make your
machine smile. German Autos was certainly a huge help to the previous Lockyer 300’s
with an enormous amount of work and help offered to me behind the scenes. Thanks
again guys, and for your ongoing support of BSCC.
The Shed Nights.
This is a new concept for some of our club nights and should provide some interesting
views and comments. The dates ear marked are Friday Nights the 18th September the
9th October and the 7th November and so far we will be visiting Neil Michel’s shed and
the Knowles’ shed with Neil’s as the first one on Friday 18th September. Watch the
magazine and website for further information.
Business Services Contact Register.
Laverne Lasijczuk has the BSCC Business Services Contact List up and running and I
recommend you get Laverne to list your business or your employer’s business, so we
all can support one another’s business. It so much easier to deal with someone you
know, than it is with a stranger, and so often we hear, “do you know where I can buy
something or other”. Laverne’s email is, mickandlaverne@outlook.com send her an
email and get listed.
Equipment.
We are now in possession of the 30 radios from Ergon in Toowoomba, and as soon as
we have some spare funds, we will get them changed over to our radio frequencies and
put them into use to replace the ageing units. I cannot wait for this to happen as the
radios have been an ongoing problem for some time, but again, funds hold the key to
when this will happen.
The 16 pop-ups for the WRC have now been checked and are ready for pick-up which
will happen on Saturday 5th September. I have purchased some new and more efficient
foot pegs for them so they can keep their feet firmly placed on the ground.
The PA system has almost been sorted into kits, but I will have to purchase some
substantial boxes to store them in. This will enable checking off the equipment prior to
leaving, and on delivery back into store, with the least amount of stress as possible.
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BSCC Board
I am at present looking for some applicants to join the Board and take on a portfolio. It
is imperative you can bring with you an area of expertise to help develop the club for the
remainder of the year, albeit coming very quickly to a close, but especially during 2016.
I am at present speaking with a gentleman who is keen to take on the portfolio of
Marketing and Sponsorship which will assist the club enormously. Portfolios on offer
are and not limited to; Membership, Events, Club Captain, Social Activities and Fund
Raising, Property, Equipment, Grants and Governance. You may have expertise in
some area not listed, if so, don’t hesitate to give me a call.
Special Thanks
Kent Lawrence has put in a huge amount of work organising the raffle and the auction
for Michael Oldano resulting in having the sum of $10,000 given to Michael and Caz.
The winners were drawn at the Trophy Presentation for the Living Here Wilston Winter
Rally at Jimna and thanks to the Donors of the prizes as well as to Kent for a wonderful
job well done.
Tim Byrne, Neil Michel, Bill Spurway and myself are working on, as best we can, taking
the stress and worry of Saab Care from Michael and Caz and will be in a better position
to report at a later date, as there are a couple of irons in the fire. However, Caz is a
master at Facebook and keeps everyone informed on Michael’s progress. Get well
Michael and stay positive.
Until October, and I will leave a thought with you.
Volunteers are not paid, and that isn’t because they are worthless, but because they are
priceless.
Barry Neuendorff
President
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Good news for Gavin Wieland he’s landed a new job – Bad news for
the Club as Gavin has had to resign his post of Club Captain
because his new job requires evening work.
So we’re looking for our next Club Captain! So what does it entail?
ROLE OF THE CLUB CAPTAIN
The Club Captain is the link between the administration of the club and the members.
It can be the role of the Club Captain to represent the views of the members within the
club, and contribute to the development of the club through providing advice and
guidance from an athlete’s/member’s perspective.
DUTIES OF A CLUB CAPTAIN:
• A good club captain is a person that all members can contact and talk to about any
comments they may have
• Attends club committee meetings and represent the views of the members
• Is a positive role model for all members of the club
• Communicates with fellow team members, and provide support and advice where
needed
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• Encourages club members to be involved in social and voluntary activities
• Welcomes new members to the club
COMMITMENT / TIME FOR THE ROLE
Does vary but is likely to be monthly club meetings, club social events. The time
commitment for being a positive role model is ongoing! You can also join the Board to
keep them updated with the thoughts and ideas of the members – but this is not a
prerequisite.
SKILLS AND QUALITIES REQUIRED
• To be an good communicator
• To have a knowledge of the club and competitors
• Able to seek and represent the views of others
BEING A ROLE MODEL FOR YOUR CLUB
The role of a Club Captain means that you will be seen as a role model at all times, and
someone that other members in the club may look up to. Here are some ideas that will
assist you in being a great role model
• Always be on time or even early for meetings, training or events
• Offering to help and support to others e.g. helping to set up or help other volunteers at
events.
• Find time to speak and hear the views of others at a club e.g. get feedback at events
and find out what their needs are at the club.
• Being positive and constructive in your views. In raising ideas and suggestions to the
club committee or others, always try and focus on the positives, and the outcomes of
the point you are trying to make
WHAT OPPORTUNITIES DOES A CLUB CAPTAIN ROLE OFFER?
The following shows you what the Club Captain gains from this role. These are:
• To have fun and work with others
• To learn about the administration and organisation of a voluntary organisation
• To learn and develop new skills and ideas through working with others
• To add this position and experience to your curriculum vitae (CV)
• To develop personal skills e.g. confidence, team working, social skills
• To represent the views of young people to others
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http://www.ausmotophoto.com.au/gallery/living-here-wilston-winter-stages-rally/
Photos from Living Here Wilston Winter rally are available on the above website! Some
great shots considering the guys got stuck in the same spot for the day. Remember to
support the photographers who support our events.
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Thanks to Laurie & Tait Svenson we now have a major sponsor for Round 3 of the
Queensland Off Road Championship to be held at Mulgowie on Sunday 18th October
2015.
Saturday 17th will see documentation, Scrutiny and reconnaissance then racing will
commence at 7.20am on Sunday 18th!
We do need a few more officials so if you’re keen for a totally different experience to
rally then sign up today – email bscc@ozemail.com.au to register your interest.
We need :
-Several monitor points out on the track
-Start officials
-Service in/out and regroup control
-Volunteers to man the gate and take dollars from spectators
It’s a great weekend away or you can simply drive up on Sunday morning (early!!).
Mulgowie is only 1.5 hours from Brisbane and an easy drive on the Warrego Hwy then
through Laidley – come on up and enjoy the fun!
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IROQ WINNERS DO WELL IN WRC
Looking at the Results for the recent WRC Event in Finland it was interesting to
see the following :
Eighth Outright – Esapekka Lappi – IROQ Winner in 2013
Ninth Outright – Pontus Tidemand – IROQ Winner in 2015
I then decided to check the Results of the IROQ winners in other Rounds of the
WRC :
Poland – Lappi 12th Outright, Tidemand 13th Outright
Italy – Jan Kopecky ( IROQ Winner in 2014 ) 9th Outright, Lappi 17th Outright
Portugal – Lappi 12th Outright, Tidemand 13th Outright
Kopecky did not compete in Portugal, Finland or Poland and Tidemand did not
compete in Italy
It would therefore appear that IROQ, Skoda and the Asia Pacific Rally
Championship provide a great training ground for Competitors who want to do
well in the WRC.
Somehow we need to get the word out to everybody and we should end up
with a lot more International Competitors.
PS : Results for the WRC Round in Germany have just become available
Kopecky 13th Outright, Lappi 42nd Outright ( must have had a problem )
Tidemand did not compete
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BSCC Business Directory

More business for you and benefits
the club and it's members

Here’s a sample of some of the businesses that have registered so far – for
contact details of any of these business jump onto the www.bscc.asn.au and
look for the business register. Let’s get on board and support Club Members
and their business!
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REGISTER YOUR BUSINESS WITH BSCC : Email Laverne

mickandlaverne@outlook.com
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QRC back in Benarkin
After nearly 10 years we are returning to the Benarkin and Yarraman state forests for
QRC6 on November 14.
QRC6 will be based at the Benarkin School and run in the surrounding forests and also in
nearby Yarraman. Some of you may have memories of the area being a ‘car breaker’.
I can assure you that this will not be the case. Paul Woodward and I have spent over a
week in the area searching for the best possible roads for the event. We have found
some very interesting areas that have not been used for some time and others perhaps
never. I think you will find them challenging but very enjoyable. So much so that I have
forgotten to take any photos so far.
HQ will be in the Benarkin State School. We have obtained use of the oval not only for
regroup but also for Service Park and camping for competitors and officials. The P&C
are once again excited to have us and will be providing catering. I for one still
remember the homemade scones with homemade jam and cream. It’s not a
coincidence that the command centre is adjacent to the canteen.
We are also working on including a pace noted ‘piggy back’ event that will allow
crews to develop their skills in this area. Entrants in this event will not be eligible to score
points in the QRC.
At this time the organising team are pounding away at keyboards writing
supplementary regulations, permit applications and roadbooks, so remember the date
and keep watching for updates.
Ian Gorski
Clerk of Course
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Wilston Winter Rally – 15th August 2015

As the old adage goes the Living Here Wilston Winter Rally has been “run and
won” and boy what a baptism of fire for me as the Clerk of Course – Welcome
back Craig!!. At 0945hrs I spoke with Greg Sewell and the fellows manning the
radio and commented that everything was in place and the rally will run on
time and to plan. Stage teams in place, road crews doing their thing - all
going well.
Unfortunately that was not the case with a serious accident in the first stage
Tungi causing delays to the event.
Thankfully with wonderful support from
Graham Colby Kilcoy Ambulance Officer in Charge we were able to extricate
Steven Bailey Car 21 and his co-driver Marney Kucharski to safety. Steven is on
the road to a speedy recovery at home in Bundaberg and Marney is fine.
Rob Bishop took over the wheel just prior to the event due to an unwell Jo O’Dell
and stamped his name on the event winning the QRC Round. My
congratulations to all other class winners and outright placing plus every single
competitor that did or did not finish!
A special thanks to the event Critical Response Coordinator John Miller for
ensuring safety was of the utmost importance in looking after our competitors.
I must thank Peter Flynn for the preparation and format of the event, I was
overseas and returned in July to take over the organisation of the rally with
plenty to do to finalise the event on paper. My good mate Barry Neuendorff as
Course Checker kept me busy in finalising the road book (with support from
Peter Flynn) which I will say was exemplary in its content.
I felt the scrutineering location was ideal and thanks to an old rally competitor
Brett Briigmann from Bretts Automotive Care at Arana Hills for allowing us the use
of his facilities. That worked very well. Along with the sausage sizzle and coffee
outlet we raised a couple of hundred dollars which was donated to Michael
Oldano to help support his family needs. Bob McLean did a very professional
job in ensuring cars were safe for the event – there and at Jimna.
As is the case at events these days we seem to do the course set up works the
day before to ensure that everything is in place on the day of the event. I must
say that John Keen and his boys did a magnificent job in ensuring this was
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carried out to the letter as per the set up notes from the road book. His team
was ably supported by David Nash, Pammy, Barry, Ian and myself.
On the day the four stage teams did a wonderful job in trying conditions due to
delays in the event program. Thank you to each of the stage teams and the
Road Block officials and SOS Points for their patience. My call a week out from
the event when I was chasing 21 people was well answered with a great
number of people helping out on the day.
My thanks to each of you for
making the trek to Jimna.
A special thanks to Steve Davies and his daughter who stepped up to the mark
on the day carrying out a variety of course car duties when several course cars
– retired hurt.
Of course events need sponsors and the Club was thrilled when Gerard
McConkey stepped up to the mark and lent his support to this Round 5 of the
QRC. As a competitor Gerard wanted to put something back into the sport
which I will say is greatly appreciated.
Gerard spoke from the heart at the Trophy Presentation of his passion for the
sport as did an old competitor Allan Clunes – your sincerity and passion was not
missed by the gathering. Kent Lawrence and Simon Knowles did a wonderful
job in raising monies for a wonderful character from the sport Michael Oldano in
his hours of need. Our thought go out to Michael and his young family.
I would like to thank the Northern competitors and those from outside the
Brisbane region for entering the event. It seems that numbers are down for
events these days and I am sure there are a myriad of reasons why this is
happening.
In closing I would like to thank my team for ably supporting me throughout the
lead up and during the event, your support was very much appreciated. The
paperwork does not get any less!
One last thank you to Jerry Dupree and his Riff Raff team, they had their hands
full on the day and we appreciate your efforts in ensuring that no-one’s car gets
left in the forest!
See you all soon
Craig Porter
Clerk of Course
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Competitors and officials enjoying the bonfire warmth at Jimna.

CLUB NIGHTS FOR THE BALANCE OF 2015
Got a suggestion for a club night activity or want to show case your
business or product – then ring the Club or email your ideas to:
bscc@ozemail.com.au

Date
Friday 18/09/15

Shed Night

Friday 09/10/15

Shed Night

Friday 07/11/2015

Shed Night

Friday 11/12/15

Club Night

Bathurst
1000
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Border Ranges Short Course Rally
31st October 2015

The Gold Coast Tweed Motorsporting Club Inc. is proud to announce that the Border Ranges Short
Course Rally to be run on Saturday the 31st October will be sponsored by MPS Web Consulting
Services. Welcome to new Clerk of the Course Trevor Farrell ably assisted by Errol Bailey as Deputy
C of C.
This non ’blind’ rally brings together a group of organisers whose intent is to offer a quality event on
quality roads without the pressure of chasing Championship or Series points.
Sixty kilometres of some of the best shire rally roads in the Country are on offer. Billed as ‘the best of
Boomi’ the two all daylight stages, which are repeated and run in both directions, are the pick of the
roads used previously in the Border Ranges Rally but without the seriously fast long straights.
The well established Woodenbong Showgrounds is Rally Headquarters and Service Park and is
located within the short tarmac loop between the stages. There is accommodation in the region and
plenty of camping with great facilities at the Showgrounds for those wanting to stay on and party after
the presentation of trophies.
The GCTMC Inc acknowledges the wonderful support of the Kyogle Council, the people of
Woodenbong and the great catering provided by the Woodenbong Progress Association.
Entries will be limited to thirty crews so get in early when the sup-regs become available following the
WRC go to www.borderrangesrally.com.au for more information.
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Spend 5 Minutes with
our officials!

Peter Marshall
What’s your occupation : Self Employed (Tourism)
How long have you been a motorsport official and what got you started: First event
watched on TV age 7 (Castrol Round Australia)
First event attended/spectated at was Bathurst NSW Championship @ Sunny Corner
with killer mullets.
First event competed in was Taree NSW Championships was car 36 running first in
class and first in grade until engine failure, finished second last (25th) on two cylinders.
Cars, Datsun 1600 shared, Datsun 180bsss, Mark 1 VW golf, (had a break) now
building ST165 GT4 Celica. (Classic 2018)
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What events do you like to officiate at:
neighbourhood. (East coast)

Like all events within kooee, if I’m in the

What do you enjoy most about your participation: Like most being part of a team, thanks
to all those competitors who say thank-you for volunteering. Couldn’t compete without
volunteer officials and so ARC and state competitors couldn’t race without our help.
Also like getting up close to the action.

What do you enjoy the least about your participation: Dont like unruly spectators, rain
or excessive dust – LOL!

Ray Collins

What’s your occupation : Dr. Raymond Collins,PhD - Astrophysicist (Retired)
How long have you been a motorsport official and what got you started: 8 years ago,
too old to race so went to the dark side!
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What events do you like to officiate at: Rally, Circuit, Targa, Motorbikes, Formula 1
What do you enjoy most about your participation: The people you meet and being part
of the sport
What do you enjoy the least about your participation : The people you meet and the
politics of the sport

If you’re an official we’d love to hear your answer to our “5 Minutes with an Official” –
send your answers and of course a photo to margot@salestactics.com.au

A Lexus mechanic was removing a cylinder head from the motor of
a LS460 when he spotted a well-known cardiologist in his shop. The
cardiologist was there waiting for the service manager to come and
take a look at his car when the mechanic shouted across the
garage, "Hey Doc, want to take a look at this?"
The cardiologist, a bit surprised, walked over to where the mechanic
was working. The mechanic straightened up, wiped his hands on a
rag and asked, "So Doc, look at this engine.
I opened its heart, took the valves out, repaired or replaced
anything damaged, and then put everything back in, and when I
finished, it worked just like new. So how is it that I make $48,000 a
year and you make $1.7 million when you and I are doing basically
the same work?
“The cardiologist paused, leaned over and whispered to the
mechanic, "Try doing it with the engine running."
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A Blast from the past!
This one comes from Barry Farrell
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
https://www.facebook.com/SRAutomotiveManumbarRally
https://www.facebook.com/RallyQueensland
https://facebook.com/Lockyer 300
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The Business Card Page

Your Business Card here:

Your Business Card here:

Only $30.00 for 12 months

Only $30.00 for 12 months

Your Business Card here:

Your Business Card here:

Only $30.00 for 12 months

Only $30.00 for 12 months
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board

President ................................ Barry Neuendorff
Vice President ...................... Peter Flynn
Secretary ............................... Margot Knowles
Treasurer ................................ Rod Sams
Club Captain ........................
Immediate Past President ... Brian Everitt
Board Members.....................Peter Flynn, Tony Kabel,
Paul Woodward, Trina Thompson, Margot Knowles
CAMS Delegate.................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor ................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647
Fax:
(07) 3267 7650

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: margot@salestactics.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au

If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar, Margaret
Mackay It is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new Members to our
Club.
Michael Lunn and Family (Beverley & Michael Jnr) - Member No: 4854
Mark Balcombe – Member No: 4855
Iain Robertson – Member No: 4856
Debbie Applewaite – Member No: 4857
And welcome back to a member that was with the club years ago ; David Ellsworth and Family
(Christina, Imogene, Bridget & Boyd) – Member no: 3704
Stephen Whitaker – Member no: 4858
Steffi Stehr & Jodie Bailey and family (Brock & Emily) – Member no: 4859
And another old member returned : Gary McLane – Member no: 2752

Position Vacant – YEP STILL VACANT
– HUGE PAY (nothing!!), EXCELLENT WORKING
CONDITIONS (dealing with dusty bunting!!)
The BSCC is still seeking to fill the position of Club
Storeman. The position entails the checking in and
out of Club equipment, keeping store room tidy and
keeping records of Club Equipment.
If you are interested in this position, please contact Barry
Neuendorff 0414 335 862

